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Introductory Chapter

world economy.1 As the world’s primary forum for international economic coop-

G20 performed spectacularly in this regard: global gross domestic product (GDP)
2

1

G8 if it was to effect global macroeconomic and financial policy coordination to ward off immi2

World Economic Outlook (April 09) predicted that world output would contract by 1.4 % in

growth in 2010 (Ahluwalia 2011).
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These coordinated actions were widely credited for forestalling a second Great Deference that brings together academics and key policymakers from G20 member

and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS).
the G20:

4. A new framework for reforming the international monetary system
5. Capital control policy and emerging market economies
6. Austerity and growth
3

4
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There is a large theoretical literature on the international coordination of macroeconomic policy.
See Pilbeam (2006
Pareto inefficient outcomes. Bird (2012

-

is unlikely to be equal in securing a coordinated outcome.
4
International policy coordination can take two broad forms: discretion-based cooperation or
2012
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was an informal and political body that brought together the biggest economies in
should remain a leader’s forum. Some participants felt that there were two sub-

linked to the G20. Other points mentioned included a lack of resource commitments
ibility of the G20 was hampered by delay in implementing commitments.
termined policy options undertaken by the G20 through a consultation process did
help in feeding back into national policymaking processes.5 This suggests that the
of reforming international financial institutions has been slower than what the dy-

1.1 Format of the Volume
sections which directly mirror the conference agenda. Each section contains one
issues of concern for that section. These lead chapters are supplemented by shorter
notes by other participants in that session of the conference.
-

5

community wanted of it.

4
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1.2 Overview of Keynote Address
Subir Gokarn
grouping that only works when a crisis is at hand.
crisis management to addressing some of the structural factors that were widely seen
coordination amongst heterogeneous economies. But the ease with which consenthe number of possible coalitions and the membership of each country in multiple

2 The Eurozone Crisis: Short-Run Challenges
and Options
2011. A num2012
6

One reason for market

7

for allowing struggling banks to fail (as there was in the USA)8. Participants in the
such as:

-

6

7

creditor’s status after buying Greek bonds on the secondary markets.
8

-
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implemented.9

-

Holger Fabig, Yannick Kirchhof and Inka Zippe argue that considerable polbility Mechanism (ESM)
10
system to manage potentially harmful
strategy11 for strong and

European Semester has also been adopted by the

reform step has been the deepening of European banking sector integration. In this

9

nism for internal transfer where less creditworthy nations should compensate the more creditwor-

10

structural deficits corrected for the business cycle declined from 4.6 % to 2.1 %.
11
Europe 2020 is a strategy adopted by the European Union to address the shortcomings in the

6
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Abheek Barua takes a contrasting position and argues that the recent crisis in
Cyprus highlights the absence of an established and replicable model for crisis resolution in the euro
of bank runs across the region but also could generate sudden stops in liquidity as
base of debtor banks.
integration—uniform economic policy and equal social security for all—would do
justice neither to the European history nor to the preferences of the people. Eco-

separate notes by Heribert Dieter and Pierre Jacques. Dieter
ments and institutions like the ECB keep coming to the rescue of the financial sec-

Maastricht Treaty. Jacques argues that there is a clear lack of long-term and shared
-

ness and enhance potential growth.12

12

Micro Enterprises (EMEs) and India. Is the slide in growth correlated with intensification of the
-
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3 Rebalancing the Global Economy
Global macroeconomic

-

rebalancing in an interconnected world. The focus of the debate was on understand-

and capital

to be that global imbalances fuelled the crisis through creating asset bubbles.
-

remained large but was matched by a sharp increase in surpluses in China. What
is different is the magnitude of the imbalances in the immediate lead-up to the
crisis.
Michael Callaghan argues that the issue of global imbalall. He
when the workforce

-

the dollar and a spike in interest rates. It did not look at how these imbalances were
linked to the systematic risks building up in financial systems.
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These arguments suggest the need to examine differences in stages of development, demographic patterns, market failures and other structural shortcomings and
how these work through saving and investment patterns and the financial system
leading to persistent external imbalances. Hence, imbalances are only symptoms
that should be used as a diagnostic tool to identify the underlying causes of the
imbalances. The research challenge is in disentangling the causes of imbalances
between structural factors and policy distortions.13 One body of literature14 suggests
that domestic policy distortions played a major role in driving global imbalances in
the run-up to the crisis.
What has the G20 done to rebalance global demand and what needs to be done in
the future? First, the G20 spent a lot of time identifying quantifiable targets for measuring ’excessive’ imbalances. However, it failed to identify the driving force behind the imbalances. And the domestic situations in G20 countries and the sources
of imbalances differ widely. As such, policies should be tailored to individual country circumstances, especially the underlying distortions, to anchor the G20 objective of strong sustainable and balanced growth. For example, fiscal consolidation,
appropriately timed in advanced economies to reduce the persistent deficits and
create fiscal policy space, should be complemented by revival of internal demand
in surplus countries to support domestic and global growth.
However, this is easier said than done. A number of concerns remain in rebalancing global demand. First, convincing policymakers to achieve a global public good
such as reducing imbalances, especially when a growth model is working fairly
well—as in China—would be a difficult task. Here, the G20 may play a decisive
role through its peer review process identifying domestic policies for countries that
are good for sustaining domestic growth and also for resolving global imbalances.
Building on these ideas, Emil Stavrev notes that the IMF sustainability report identified seven systemic members as having “moderate” or “large” imbalances that
warranted more in-depth analysis. Sustainability assessments indicate that external
imbalances have been driven primarily by saving imbalances: i.e. saving in major advanced economies has been too low, and too high in key emerging surplus
economies. He argues therefore that policymakers need to continue their efforts
to further promote such dual rebalancing which involves a “hand-off”—or trans-

13

A closer look at the external imbalances in the run-up to the crisis shows that sources vary
widely across seven systemic economies (the countries that account for 5 % or more of G20 GDP
are China, France, Germany, India, Japan, UK and USA). A variety of structural factors reflecting
country circumstances have driven savings and investment behaviour: low private and public savings, imbalances between tax revenues and spending commitments and resistance to raising taxes
in the USA; low savings in the UK; high savings and over-investment partly reflecting the distortions in the financial sector in Germany; scores of factors including high savings, structural imbalances between tax revenues and spending, declining productivity and a shrinking labour force
in Japan; despite high private savings, low public savings and tax revenues, and high spending
commitments in India; and exceptionally high private savings and investment, partly inadequate
social safety nets, restrictive financial conditions, under-valued exchange rates, subsidized factors
of production, limited dividends and lack of competition in product markets in China.
14
For example, see Blanchard and Milesi-Ferretti (2009).
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rebalancing also requires a shift from growth led by domestic demand in major ading surplus economies.
Takuji Kinkyo argues that in response
de
facto
regimes.
de
jure and de facto
regimes. Kinkyo shows that while China’s current
faster.15
Jong Kook Shin and Chetan Subramanian argue that global imbaldecades.
What is important is that the magnitude of the imbalances in the 1980s was rela-

by emerging markets.
The authors argue that this pattern highlights one of the important causes for
Lucas Paradox, where capital
countries (Lucas 1990).

15

2012). Little

10
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4 Financial Sector Regulation
source of shocks to the global economy.16
macro-prudential tools and regulation of the shadow banking system.

is whether raising fresh capital to comply with the new Basel III norms for Indian
banks will be a challenge amidst a slowing economy.17
the
the crisis changed these perceptions. One lesson from the crisis is that financial
the former. Participants in the conference felt that the crisis highlighted many gaps
dards and disclosure requirements to assess risks

16

-

17

-
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nancial institutions

banks and the importance of the relationship between banks and non-banks

Stephen Pickford takes stock of many of the

there are good political economy reasons for completing the current regulatory pro-

In his note Jae Ha Park argues that Asian financial

market economies.18
18

ent—regulators pay close attention and capital and liquidity standards are high. Asian regulators

-

12
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Berndt Spahn

particular. He argues that while the
entire gamut of financial sector reforms—ranging from reforms that enhance the
Anand Sinha argues in his note that the recognition of the role of systemic risk
and the importance of financial stability are the major lessons from the crisis. While
its own merits. The answer therefore lies in striking the right balance to ensure that
and the efficiency gains from financial
are still required to identify models or metrics to measure systemic risk and its
-

tics of financial sector reform typically question the ability of regulators to manage

and the public at large lost trust in the self-regulation of financial markets. The discussion demonstrated that the debate is still
The participants in this session highlighted the need for cooperation in the implementation of standards and the importance of consistent implementation across regions so as to mitigate regulatory arbitrage. These standards are global and non-bind-
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tinued to be an important issue in the later summits. The successful implementation
of financial reforms would highlight the success of the G20 as a global coordination
mechanism. Many considered that rolling back the agenda was not an option.

must be framed. There may also be a need to consolidate the agenda and focus on
tween the safety of the financial system and economic growth.

5 A new framework for reforming the International
Monetary System
The G20 agenda for reforming the international monetary system (IMS) includes
net. Participants felt that the G20 has
-

abandoned)
key feature of the current IMS is that it requires a liquid international asset of stable

14
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in 2008 (Ghosh et.al. 2012).
The root causes of this instability can be traced largely to the following:

flows. The

adjustment to imbalances.
supply of safe assets.
Jyoti Rahman, Ewa Orzechowska-Fischer and Redom Syed sug-

-

im-

Emil Stavrev
reform can be found first in strengthening policy collaboration in the core and pe-
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ripheries through the G20 mutual assessment process (MAP). There should also
eral
-

Gurbachan Singh,

ally ex-post

specifically. He arsudden stop of
ex-ante
stop. Credit lines can be put into two

as a mediator between central banks that use swap credit lines for mitigating a currency
liquidity.
in terms of influencing countries’ policies. There is also a need for shared under-

financial transactions.
-
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held domestically accountable for the effect it has on other economies. The use of
capital controls remains an important issue for the international community.19
pools.

6 Capital Control Policy and Emerging Market
Economies
Many participants felt that capital flows are mostly beneficial as they finance prostability risks
such as currency appreciation and asset price bubbles. Participants in this session
felt that there were three major issues regarding the use of capital controls:

which could require different policy measures to be taken up by the recipient and

Abhijit Sengupta and Rajeswari Sengupta discuss some of
capital

management. The authors calculate the
been influenced by major macroeconomic factors and conclude that the EMP has
-

19

See the Landau report on global liquidity prepared by BIS at the behest of G20 (BIS 2011).
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commendable. India has opted
accumulation.
Atish R. Ghosh draws attention to ongoing research with colleagues
flow
and multilateral aspects of managing the capital
work. He argues that the policy toolkit for addressing financial stability risks could
possibly include prudential measures and capital controls that may or may not discriminate between residency and
been undertaken by most countries at some time. But this raises the question of
choosing between prudential measures and capital controls against financial stability risks. Prudential measures that are non-residency based (i.e. applied to the
should be
used when the flows come through the economy’s financial/banking sector. The
cases where flows come through the non-banking or non-financial sector should
be handled with the use of capital controls. There are also issues of multilateral

pluses) and borrowing (current account deficits). Other issues include the possible
tools for capital account
economies on capital flows to emerging markets and the role of fiscal and monetary
markets. Capital controls that are good for
one country may not be necessarily good for others.
economies. There is an interesting contrast between the last few years and the pre1997 period in which excessive investment in the Asian economies was funded by
foreign currency

excess savings.

attracted by growing production networks in East Asia. Another factor has been
David Kim asks whether monetary
union in Asia (ASEAN 5 plus three) is a possibility. He notes that the region is far
more heterogeneous than both the European Union and Mercosur in terms of per
-

18

regional economic
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Kim notes that a key criterion is the

because the cost of losing an independent monetary policy would be small. He
concludes that for regional
responses. This points to the potential benefit of a common macroeconomic policy
if the regional shocks constitute a significant proportion of all disturbances.
lating to capital controls include:

-

Participants also felt that the policy toolkit to address macroeconomic challenges
-

7 Austerity and Growth.
search question is whether there are conditions under which contractionary fiscal
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Alok
Sheel
the globally coordinated response orchestrated by G20 central banks and Leaders
after the
-

ing the economy.
He argues that one area that needs more attention by the G20 is the lack of pub-

-

in global demand. He recommends accelerated financing and implementation of
for cooperation is coordinating fiscal policy. The task of fiscal re-structuring is
An immediate priority for fiscal policy is therefore the composition of adjustment:
in the short run.20
Denis Medvedev and Smriti Seth
on the role of fiscal consolidations in reducing both public debt and simultaneously reducing the output gap. The proponents of fiscal consolidation argue that a
late long-term growth.
20

20
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growing. If there is a synchroin bridging the output gap depends on the stage of the business cycle and the speed
cially monetary policies and supply-side policies.
-

package.
A policy-induced depression in some sectors should be corrected by reducing
the agricultural sector or at least by reducing subsidies to the agricultural sector that
contentious.
Shankar Acharya
notable by its absence in
economic
significant fiscal
high

have been associated with
have not engendered

deficits. The need for successful fiscal consolidation in India therefore remains strong. He also suggests that because India’s fiscal
policies in the last 25 years cautions against accepting a uniform policy paradigm
for all nations at all times on issues of fiscal
current fiscal priorities.
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